Learning from motor errors that occur across different limbs is essential for 22 effective tool use, sports training and rehabilitation. To probe the neural 23 organization of error-driven learning across limbs, we asked whether learning 24 opposing visuomotor mappings with the two arms would interfere. Young right-25 handers first adapted to opposite visuomotor rotations A and B with different 26 arms, and were then re-exposed to A 24 hours later. We observed that re-27 learning of A was never faster, nor were initial errors smaller than prior A 28 learning, which would be expected if there was no interference from B. Rather, 29 errors were greater than or similar to, and learning rate was slower than or 30 comparable to previous A learning depending on the order in which the arms 31 learned. This indicated robust interference between the motor memories of A and 32 B when they were learned with different arms in close succession. We then 33 proceeded to uncover that the order-dependent asymmetry in performance upon 34 re-exposure resulted from asymmetric transfer of learning from the left arm to the 35 right but not vice-versa, and that the observed interference was retrograde in 36 nature. Such retrograde interference likely occurs because the two arms require 37 the same neural resources for learning, a suggestion consistent with that of our 38 
INTRODUCTION 56
Understanding the mechanisms and neural organization of motor learning 57 has been a long-standing pursuit in motor neuroscience, particularly because it is 58 thought to have implications for movement rehabilitation following neurological 59 injury. Motor learning has been studied largely in the context of motor adaptation, 60 which requires learning to adjust motor output to compensate for the effects of 61 novel but predictable visuomotor or dynamic perturbations. Studies on adaptation 62 have revealed that it is driven by a variety of processes, including development of 63 a new internal model or representation of the relationship between movement 64 and its sensory consequences (Gandolfo et al. 1996; Imamizu et al. 1995; 65 Sainburg et al. 1999; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Wang and Sainburg 66 2005) , explicit learning strategies (Heuer and Hegele 2008; 2011; Taylor et al. 67 2014) , and operant mechanisms (Classen et al. 1998; Diedrichsen et al. 2010; 68 Huang et al. 2011; Verstynen and Sabes 2011) . 69
Further insight about these mechanisms that mediate learning and the 70 nature of the resulting motor memories can be obtained by examining how it 71 generalizes to unpracticed conditions, a principle that in fact applies to multiple 72 learning systems such as the declarative (Alvarez and Squire 1994) and 73 perceptual (Yotsumoto et al. 2009 ) systems . Some studies on motor memory 74 generalization have revealed that the memories developed via motor adaptation 75 comprise of both effector-dependent and effector-independent components 76 (Wang and Lei 2015; Wang et al. 2015) . Effector-independence has been 77 surmised from the finding that learning with one effector often generalizes to 78 A and B are often of the same type and the same arm is used to learn both 102 (Wigmore et al. 2002) . It has been proposed that in order to prevent interference, 103
A and B must be associated with distinct movement contexts, which presumably 104 sets different neural states during learning, and allows A and B to be learned and 105 remembered simultaneously (Cothros et al. 2009; Hirashima and Nozaki 2012; 106 Howard et al. 2013; Nozaki et al. 2006; Sheahan et al. 2016) . 107
This interference paradigm, although very attractive, has surprisingly not 108 been fully exploited to understand learning across different effectors and 109 interlimb interactions following such learning. The few studies that have 110 examined whether opposing perturbations can be learned if they are associated 111 with different limbs have largely shown no interference between the memories 112 developed as a consequence of learning (Bock et al. 2005; Galea and Miall 113 2006) . This may be because use of the two limbs involves distinct sensorimotor 114 transformations, which may be mediated by activation in distinct neuronal 115 populations. As stated earlier, these differences in activity patterns could provide 116 distinct contextual cues during learning, thereby allowing opposing perturbations 117 to be learned. However, if motor memories developed through such learning 118 comprise of effector-independent components as suggested by studies on 119 transfer, interference should be evident. Here we attempted to reconcile these 120 contradictory positions and investigated whether competing motor memories 121 developed through adaptation to two opposing visuomotor mappings with 122 different arms would interfere. In a series of experiments, we found robust 123 interference between these newly formed motor memories. We also noted that 124 this interference is retrograde in nature, and likely occurs because a new 125 memory developed through learning with one arm erases a prior memory 126 developed with the other. Such interference holds significant implications for how 127 newly formed motor memories interact. 128
129

MATERIALS AND METHODS 130
Subjects 131
A total of 48 young, healthy, right-handed individuals (39 men, 9 women, 132 age range: 20-30 years) participated in the study. Handedness was assessed 133 using the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield 1971). Subjects did not 134 report any neurological disorders, cognitive impairment or orthopedic injuries. All 135 subjects provided written informed consent prior to participation and were paid 136 for their time. The study was approved by the Institute Ethics Committee of the 137 Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar. 138
Apparatus 139
The experimental setup comprised of a virtual realty system in which 140 subjects sat facing a large, horizontally placed digitizing tablet (Calcomp Inc.) 141 and used a stylus to make planar movements on it (Fig. 1A) . The position of the 142 hand (stylus) was represented as a cursor on a horizontally mounted HDTV 143 placed above the tablet. A circular start position and circular targets were also 144 displayed. A mirror was placed between the TV screen and the arms to reflect 145 the projected display and to block vision of the arm itself. The position of the 146 cursor could either be veridical or distorted relative to the motion of the hand. 147
Task Procedure 148
After familiarization with the setup and a few practice movements, 149 subjects performed 13 cm long reaching movements from a central start circle 150 (1.5 cm diameter) to eight radially arranged targets (2.5 cm diameter), spaced 45 151 degrees apart from each other. To initiate a trial, subjects first brought the cursor 152 into the start circle, and stayed in it for 500 ms to get one of the eight targets 153 along with an audiovisual "go" cue. The order of target presentation was decided 154 pseudorandomly before the experiment such that each target appeared only 155 once over eight consecutive trials (one cycle) and there was no sequential 156 presentation of the set of eight targets. This order was then kept the same for all 157 subjects and experimental conditions. Thus all subjects made movements to the 158 same target on any "i th " trial. Subjects were instructed to make fast and accurate 159 movements to a displayed target; numerical points were given based on 160 movement accuracy. If the movement ended within the target, 10 points were 161 given; if it ended outside the target but within 2.5 cm from the edge of the target, 162 5 points were given. No points were given if the end point of the movement was 163 beyond this distance. Points did not influence the payment the subject received 164 at the end of the experiment; points were also not analyzed. 165
Experiment 1: In our first experiment, subjects were required to adapt their 166 movements to a new mapping (visuomotor rotation) between hand motion and its 167 visual feedback (on-screen cursor). Subjects were divided into four groups. 168
Subjects in Group 1 (n=8, Fig. 1B , top-left panel) first adapted a 30° clockwise 169 rotation by performing 256 trials with their right arm (CW R,1 ), followed by 170 adaptation to a 30° counterclockwise rotation with the left arm (256 trials, 171 CCW L,1 ). The same start position and targets were used for both arms, subjects 172 made 32 movements to each target, and the rotation was applied on all 256 173 trials. Subjects were then re-exposed to the clockwise rotation 24 hours later and 174 were required to adapt to it using their right arm (CW R,2 ). Subjects again 175 performed 256 trials. The signature of interference in Group 1 would be either 176 greater or even similar errors initially, and/or a slower or even similar learning 177 rate during CW R,2 compared to CW R,1 . However, this comparison alone is not 178 enough, since it must also be shown that initial CW R,2 errors are smaller or 179 learning is faster than CW R,1 learning in a group that does not learn the 180 intervening CCW L,1 . We therefore included a control group (n=8, Group 2, Fig.  181 1B, top-right panel) that performed the same task, but did not undergo left arm 182 adaptation. Thus, they learned CW R,1 and were directly exposed to CW R,2 24 183 hours later (256 trials in each session). A separate group of subjects (n=8, Group 184 3, Fig. 1B , middle-left panel) did the task in the reverse order. These subjects 185 first adapted over 256 trials to the 30° clockwise rotation with the left arm (CW L,1 ), 186
followed by adaptation to a 30° counterclockwise rotation with the right arm 187 (CCW R,1 ) thereafter (256 trials). They were then re-exposed with their left arm 188 performed 64 N R,1 trials, followed by 256 CW R,1 trials, and then performed 64 N L,1 205 trials followed 256 CCW L,1 trials. 24 hours later, they began with a block of 64 206 N R,2 trials followed by 256 trials of CW R,2 learning. In sum, we followed a 207
Experiment 3: Interference between the CW R,1 and CCW L,1 memories was still 209 evident in Experiment 2. We undertook a third experiment to validate whether 210 this interference was retrograde in nature. Our Experiment 3 was identical to 211 Experiment 2 in all respects except that the time duration between CW R,1 and the 212 subsequent N L,1 CCW L,1 blocks of trials was increased to 24 hours. As in 213 Experiment 2, subjects (n=8, Group 6) were re-tested on the N R,2 CW R,2 trials 24 214 hours after their CCW L,1 learning (Fig. 1B bottom-right panel) . Thus, we still 215 followed a N R,1 CW R,1 -N L,1 CCW L,1 -N R,2 CW R,2 paradigm, but with a 24 hour gap 216 between the initial adaptation episodes (i.e. between CW R,1 and CCW L,1 ). We 217 expected that if the interference between these memories is indeed retrograde, 218 increasing the time duration between their initial learning experiences would lead 219 to a reduction in interference, a classic signature of a retrograde process. 220
Data Analysis 221
Kinematic data were filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter with a 222 cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. Position data were differentiated to provide velocity 223 values. Adaptation to the rotation was quantified as a reduction in movement 224 direction error across trials; these errors were calculated as the angle between 225 the line connecting the start position and the target, and the line connecting the 226 start position and hand position at peak tangential velocity. The rate of adaptation 227 was quantified by robust fitting a single-rate exponential function of the form 228
to the direction error data, where y represents the error, C is a constant, x 230 represents trial number and is the learning rate. Both, the constant C and the 231 learning rate were estimated separately for each subject in each condition. The 232 details of the statistical tests used for comparing the different groups are 233 provided along with the corresponding results. Effect sizes are reported as 234
RESULTS
239
Experiment 1: Opposing motor memories developed with the two limbs 240 interfere 241
In Experiment 1, subjects in Group 1 adapted in a CW R,1 -CCW L,1 -CW R,2 242
order. All these subjects showed canonical learning patterns for the CW R,1 block: 243 their movement trajectories were curved upon initial exposure to the rotation ( Fig.  244 2A, thick red) and gradually became straighter (Fig. 2B , thin red), which was also 245 reflected as a reduction in initial direction errors with practice ( Fig. 2E, red) . 246 CCW L,1 learning appeared similar to CW R,1 learning with curved trajectories 247 initially ( Fig. 2C ), straightening of these trajectories over time ( Fig. 2D ) and a 248 gradual reduction of motor errors with practice ( Fig. 2E , green). Learning rates 249 (Table 1) were not significantly different for the two arms (paired t-test, t (7) When Group 1 subjects were re-exposed to the clockwise rotation 24 252 hours later their early CW R,2 trajectories were more deviated ( Fig. 2A , thick blue), 253 and they showed larger errors on the first trial (Table 2) compared to CW R,1 254 learning. In contrast, control subjects (Group 2) who did not undergo any left arm 255 CCW L,1 training between CW R,1 and CW R,2 showed substantial retention of the 256 CW R,1 memory. These subjects showed less deviated trajectories during the 257 early CW R,2 trials (Fig. 2G , compare thick blue to thick red), which then also 258 quickly straightened ( Figure 2H , thin blue). Averaging across subjects in Group 2, 259 the CW R,2 errors appeared smaller on the initial trials ( 
Statistical confirmation of these results was obtained via a two-way 262
ANOVA with group (Group 1, Group 2) and learning block (CW R,1 , CW R,2 ) as 263 factors. The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect for the direction error 264 on the first trial (F (1, 14) =17.05, p=0.0010). Tukey's post-hoc tests confirmed that 265 while the errors in the CW R,1 block were not different between the groups 266 (p=0.6344, Table 2 ), errors in the CW R,2 block were far greater for Group 1 (the 267 group that also practiced CCW L,1 ) than Group 2 (p=0.0019, Table 2 ). Importantly, 268 CW R,2 errors for subjects in Group 1 were also greater than their own CW R,1 269 errors (p=0.04, Table 2 ). There was also main effect of group (F (1,14) =6.97, 270 p=0.02), but the main effect of learning block was not significant (F (1, 14) =0.0001, 271 p=0.99). Subjects in Group 1 also adapted more slowly during the CW R,2 block 272 than CW R,1 learning (paired t-test, t (7) =2.53, p=0.039, 95%CI=[0.001,0.02], 273
Cohen's d z =0.9; Fig. 2C , Table 1 ). Such a decrement in CW R,2 learning in Group 274 1 reflected interference between the CW R,1 and CCW L,1 memories developed 275 with through learning with the two arms. 276
Interference was also evident for subjects in Group 3, who used the two 277 arms in the reverse order (CW L,1 -CCW R,1 -CW L,2 ). In this group, left arm CW L,1 278 trajectories were curved upon initial exposure to the rotation (Fig. 3A, thick red) , 279 but became straighter with practice (Fig. 3B, thin red) . Direction errors also 280 decreased over time as expected (Fig. 3E, red) . When the right arm was 281 subsequently exposed to the counterclockwise rotation (CCW R,1 ), errors on the 282 first trial were significantly greater than 30 degrees (t (7) =7.05, p<0.001, 283 95%CI=[42.42, 54 .944], Table 2 , Fig. 3C ), but became close to zero over time 284 (Fig. 3D and 3E arm was re-exposed to the clockwise rotation 24 hours later (CW L,2 ), we found 289 that subjects in Group 3 did not show larger errors on the initial trials as was the 290 case for CW R,2 learning of Group 1 (see Table 2 for mean values). The overall 291 learning pattern also did not appear to be very distinct from CW L,1 learning. Left 292 arm trajectories on the early and late rotation trials of the two sessions largely 293 overlapped (compare red and blue trajectories of Figs. 3A and 3B), as did the 294 learning curves (compare red and blue profiles in Fig. 3E ). This was in contrast to 295 another control group (Group 4) which did not learn CCW R,1 between the CW L,1 296 and CW L,2 sessions. Like Group 2, subjects in Group 4 showed retention of prior 297 learning when they were re-exposed to the rotation: their trajectories appeared 298 less deviated (Fig. 3G , compared thick blue profiles to thick red trajectories) and 299 became straight with continued exposure (Fig. 3H) . These subjects had smaller 300 errors on the initial trials during CW L,2 learning compared to CW L,1 (Table 2, Fig.  301 
3I). 302
These trends were statistically confirmed by means of an ANOVA that 303 included group (Group 3, Group 4) and learning block (CW L,1 , CW L,2 ) as factors. 304
We observed significant main effects for both group (F (1,14) =6.13, p=0.03) and 305 learning block (F (1,14) =9.24, p=0.01). More importantly however, there was also a 306 significant group X learning block interaction (F (1,14) =6.85, p=0.0202), with post-307 hoc tests revealing that while errors on the first trial were smaller in CW L,2 308 compared to CW L,1 for Group 4 (p=0.0063, Fig. 3F ). Given the strong 313 retention of the CW L,1 memory in the group that did not practice CCW R,1 (Group 314 4), the overlap seen in Group 3 cannot be attributed to some default inability to 315 retain left arm learning. Rather, this is a signature of interference from the prior 316 CCW R,1 memory. To summarize, in Experiment 1, we noted that 1) the right arm 317 always showed larger errors initially and learned more slowly when it followed left 318 arm adaptation but not vice-versa, and 2) the learning of opposing mappings with 319 the two limbs in close succession led to substantial interference between the two 320 motor memories. 321
Experiment 2: Interference persists despite removal of anterograde effects 322
We posited that these effects could arise due to a combination of factors: 323 1) inter-effector transfer of learning: the decrement in performance with the right 324 arm following left arm adaptation could occur because aftereffects of left arm 325 training persist and transfer to the right arm (but not vice-versa), 2) anterograde 326 interference: the observed interference between the two motor memories could 327 occur because a memory developed after learning with one arm blocks 328 subsequent learning with a different arm giving rise to interference, and/or 3) 329 retrograde interference: the interference could occur because a newly formed 330 memory erases a prior memory developed with the other arm or blocks its 331 retrieval. To distinguish between these, in a new experiment (Experiment 2), we 332 exposed a new set of subjects (Group 5) to null (no rotation, N) trials before each 333 learning episode. For simplicity, and also because we had established the 334 directionality of the effects in Experiment 1, we restricted this second experiment 335 to only a right-left-right arm order (N R,1 CW R,1 -N L,1 CCW L,1 -N R,2 CW R,2 design, Fig.  336 1B, bottom-left panel). We reasoned that the initial exposure to null trials in N R,2 337 would unmask any transfer of aftereffects from the left arm to the right, and this 338 would be evident as large errors on these trials despite the absence of a rotation. 339
We further surmised that subsequent practice on these null trials would washout 340 anterograde effects and allow the expression of any memory that was potentially 341 still intact. If this were indeed the case, CW R,2 learning would be faster than that 342 seen in the CW R,1 block. However, the same or slower learning rate during CW R,2 343 would indicate that interference still occurred between the two motor memories. 344
We first noted that N R,1 and CW R,1 trajectories for subjects in Group 5 345 were as expected. Null movements were smooth and directed straight towards 346 the target initially (Fig. 4A , thick red) and continued to be as such towards the 347 end of the null block (Fig. 4B, thin red) . CW R,1 trials showed large curvature 348 initially because of the rotation (Fig. 4C, thick red) , but became straighter with 349 practice (Fig. 4D, thin red) . Direction errors on null trials were close to zero 350 (Table 2 ) and subsequently, subjects showed the typical learning curve with 351 errors starting close to 30 degrees and decreasing with practice (Fig. 4I, red) . 352
Early N L,1 hand trajectories of subjects in this group were also straight (Fig. 4E)  353 and errors were close to zero (Table 2) . This continued to be the case even at 354 the end of the N L,1 block (Figs. 4H) . The CCW L,1 handpaths for these subjects 355 (Figs. 4G and 4H) and learning curve (Fig. 4I, green) =0.73) . Subsequent N R,2 practice washed out the after-372 effects for the Group 5 subjects, their handpaths became straight (Fig. 4B, thin  373 blue) and the direction errors became close to zero towards the end of the N R,2 374 block. We then noted that the ensuing CW R,2 learning was not different from 375 CW R,1 ; the learning curves overlapped (compare red and blue learning curves in 376 Fig 4J) were significantly different. This indicated that interference 380 continued to occur in Group 5 despite the removal of after-effects and washout of 381 anterograde influences, and might therefore be retrograde in nature. 382
Experiment 3: Interference is retrograde in nature 383
If the interference is indeed retrograde, then increasing the time between 384 the initial learning episodes should lead to a reduction in interference. We 385 confirmed this in Experiment 3, in which participants (Group 6) learned CW R,1 386 and CCW L,1 24 hours apart, and were then tested on CW R,2 24 hours after 387 CCW L,1 learning. We first noted that null performance as well as CW R,1 and 388 CCW L,1 learning in these subjects (Group 6) appeared similar to Experiment 2 389 (Fig. 5A-H Fig. 5I ), but these errors 397 became close to zero with subsequent null practice (Fig. 5B, thin The primary goal of this study was to investigate whether motor memories 408 developed through learning with the two arms would interfere. We observed 409 strong interference when the two arms adapted to opposing visuomotor rotations 410 in close succession. We confirmed that this interference was retrograde in ). An important constraint in these studies however was that the arms were 420 used in an alternating fashion on either every other trial or over a short set of 421 trials. Thus, there was no opportunity for complete adaptation with one limb 422 before learning with the other limb ensued, which may be essential for 423 interference to be seen. In line with this thought, Stockinger et al. (2017) very 424 recently demonstrated interference when the left arm was exposed to a force-425 field B following substantial adaptation of the right arm to an opposite force-field 426 A. We also noted significant interference once subjects had undergone complete 427 adaptation to the rotation, suggesting that substantial learning with the two arms 428 may be essential to reveal interference. 429
While our results appear similar to those of Stockinger et al. (2017) , 430 important differences between the findings exist. Most crucial among these is 431
Stockinger and colleagues' finding that the learning of B produced a deterioration 432 of ~68% of the prior memory of A, while a control group that did not learn B 433
showed a decrement of only about 15%. This difference was taken as evidence 434 that B learning interfered with A. It may be argued however that while 435 interference was present, it was not complete since ~32% of the memory of A 436 was still intact, bringing into question the strength of the effect. In contrast, we 437 observed complete interference; performance during the early trials of re-438 exposure to A (CW R,2 for Group 1 and CW L,2 for Group 3) was never biased 439 towards prior A learning (CW R,1 for Group 1 or CW L,1 for Group 3), and was in 440 fact biased away from the prior learning in Group 1. The reason for this 441 difference between the studies could include previously described differences in 442 force-field versus visuomotor adaptation (Krakauer et al. 1999; Rabe et al. 2009; 443 Wang and Sainburg 2004b), differences in orientation of the visual display and 444 availability of visual feedback of the limb, differences in when interference was 445 assessed (24-hour gap in our study versus immediately after B learning in 446
Stockinger et al. (2017)), and/or substantial but still incomplete adaptation to both 447 A and B in their work. Nonetheless, both sets of results support the idea that 448 interference can indeed occur when one arm adapts to a perturbation after the 449 other arm has undergone substantial adaptation to an opposing perturbation. 450 However, our current work goes further to newly reveal that interference occurs 451 regardless of the order in which the arms learn, and that the interference is 452 retrograde in nature; this represents a novel contribution of our study. 453
Mechanisms underlying retrograde effects 454
There are two potential reasons that might give rise to retrograde 455 interference between motor memories developed with the two limbs. First, 456 learning of rotation B may block the retrieval of the memory of rotation A learned 457 earlier. In other words, the memory of A is intact, but motor memories may be 458 subjected to recency effects where subjects simply retrieve the last memory 459 developed in that learning context (i.e., the memory of B), leading to a 460 suppression in the recall of A during re-exposure. It has been suggested that to 461 prevent such effects and allow the expression of the (saved) memory, both A and 462 B must be associated with distinct contextual cues during learning. Numerous 463 studies have shown that such a contextual separation reduces interference, 464 allowing the originally learned memory to be recalled successfully later (Cothros 465 et al. 2009; Hirashima and Nozaki 2012; Howard et al. 2013; Nozaki et al. 2006; 466 Sheahan et al. 2016) . It has also been proposed that intrinsic cues that entail work that has demonstrated that a disruption in neural activity in a single brain 486 region, for instance due to Stroke, produces deficits in visuomotor rotation 487 learning regardless of the effector used to learn. In particular, parietal damage in 488 the left, but not the right brain hemisphere, impairs visuomotor adaptation not just 489 when the contralesional, right arm is used (Mutha et al. 2011b ), but also when 490 the ipsilesional, left arm is used to learn (Mutha et al. 2011a) . Similar deficits 491 have been found in patients with ideomotor apraxia, in whom maximum lesion 492 overlap was in parietal cortex, and in fact, the extent of the learning deficit 493 correlated with the volume of damage in inferior parietal regions (Mutha et al. 494 2017) . These findings suggest a common neural substrate for learning with the 495 two arms, and the interference observed in the current study is a pragmatic 496 prediction of this kind of neural organization for visuomotor learning. Such a 497 shared, lateralized substrate for the development of motor memories, as for other 498 forms of memory (Tulving et al. 1994) , may have evolved to optimize the use of 499 existing neural resources. Interestingly, while this neural resource may be 500 recruited for learning, the current findings also suggest that allowing time to pass, 501 consolidates a newly formed memory and frees up this resource for new learning 502 with another effector. It is plausible therefore that learning and longer-term 503 retention of the memory may be dependent on different neural substrates, a 504 thought echoed in the episodic memory literature as well (Eldridge et al. 2005; 505 Gabrieli et al. 1997; Roy et al. 2017) . 506
Obligatory, asymmetric interlimb transfer of learning 507
Although we did not explicitly set out to do so, we observed robust 508 interlimb transfer of learning in the current study. This transfer was asymmetric 509 and occurred only from the left to the right arm. In Groups 1 and 3, the right arm 510 always showed larger errors initially when it followed left arm learning but not 511 vice versa, while in Groups 5 and 6, only the early N R,2 but not the early N L,1 trials 512 showed after effects in the direction of the previously trained arm movements; 513 both sets of results provide evidence for asymmetric transfer. While addressing 514 the mechanisms underlying the asymmetry, or even transfer itself, is not our goal 515
here, a couple of relevant points must be mentioned. First, the asymmetry is 516 broadly in line with prior work of Wang and Sainburg (2004b; 2003) , who have 517 consistently demonstrated transfer of visuomotor adaptation only from the left to 518 the right arm in right-handers particularly when the two arms share workspaces, 519 as was the case here. Second, unlike this past work, we noted that transfer was 520 unavoidable, and was evident even on the first trial of right arm rotation exposure 521 following left arm training. Wang and Sainburg (2004b) suggest that transfer on 522 the first trial is not obligatory because the nervous system may use the first trial 523 to probe whether prior learning would actually be useful in the new context and 524 then decide whether to use that memory or not ("context" here refers to the 525 condition where the right arm experiences either the same or opposite rotation 526 following left arm adaptation): if prior learning is deemed helpful (for instance 527 when the rotations are the same), transfer occurs, but if the learning is not useful 528 (e.g., when the rotations are opposite), no transfer should occur. In the work of 529
Wang and Sainburg, under conditions of opposite rotations, transfer was indeed 530 negligible on the first trial, but it surprisingly did occur on subsequent trials to 531 other targets, resulting in greater errors than naïve on those trials. In fact, in their 532 work, errors of the right arm continued to remain greater for movements made to 533 those targets for almost the entire learning block, but performance for the target 534 used in the first trial was similar to naïve throughout. Thus, it appears that 535 transfer did not occur only to the target used on the first trial, which is quite 536 puzzling. This apparent lack of transfer could be due to movement direction 537 dependent effects on initial direction errors (Gordon et al. 1994) , and whether 538 choice of a different target (or movement direction) on the first trial could have 539 revealed the transfer more clearly remains an open question. Indeed, movement 540 direction dependent modulation of transfer has recently been shown by Carroll et 541 al. (2014) . Thus, the systematic transfer seen on movements made to most 542 targets in the work of Wang and Sainburg, combined with our current results, 543 leads us to suggest that transfer from the left to the right arm is indeed obligatory. 544
Contributions of different learning mechanisms to interference 545
Prior work has emphasized that learning to adapt to perturbations such as 546 visuomotor rotations used in the current study occurs via an error-driven update 547 of an internal representation or model of the properties of the body, the 548 environment and the interaction between the two (Gandolfo et al. 1996; Imamizu 549 et al. 1995; Sainburg et al. 1999; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Wang and 550 Sainburg 2005) . Newer studies have however argued that such adaptation may 551 be driven by multiple processes that operate on top of the model-based learning 552 mechanism, including explicit strategies and operant processes (Classen et al. 553 1998; Diedrichsen et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2011; Taylor et al. 2014) . Even within 554 a purely model-based learning framework, it has been posited that more than 555 one error-sensitive process could be operational. In particular, "fast" and "slow" 556 learning processes with different attributes, but both driven by error, have been 557
proposed (Lee and Schweighofer 2009; Smith et al. 2006) . Importantly, in most 558 cases, these additional mechanisms have been invoked to explain savings, or 559 faster re-learning of an arm when it is re-exposed to the same perturbing 560 environment as original learning. At this stage, it is unclear -and we remain 561 decidedly ambivalent -as to whether it is any of these mechanisms linked to 562 savings that are shared, and give rise to transfer or interference effects across 563 different effectors. We take this position primarily for two reasons. First, 564 delineating exactly which mechanisms contribute to savings itself has been 565 controversial given that it can be explained by model-based ( cognitive process linked to better action selection (Morehead et al. 2015) . We 572 therefore take a more parsimonious position and avoid extensive speculation 573 about which particular learning mechanism might underlie the 574 transfer/interference effects. We instead suggest that further dissection of the 575 contributions of different learning mechanisms to these effects should be a topic 576 of exciting future research. 577
578
CONCLUSIONS 579
To conclude, we provide clear evidence that learning opposing visuomotor 580 rotations with different limbs leads to substantial interference between the newly 581 developed motor memories. This interference is retrograde, and likely occurs 582 because the two limbs compete for the same neural resources during learning. 
